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“Globalized industrialized food 
is not cheap: it is too costly for 
the Earth, for the farmers, for our 
health. The Earth can no longer carry 
the burden of groundwater mining, 
pesticide pollution, disappearance 
of species and destabilization of the 
climate. Farmers can no longer carry 
the burden of debt, which is inevita-
ble in industrial farming with its high 
costs of production. It is incapable of 
producing safe, culturally appropriate, 
tasty, quality food. And it is incapable 
of producing enough food for all be-
cause it is wasteful of land, water and 
energy. Industrial agriculture uses ten 
times more energy than it produces. 
It is thus ten times less efficient.”
Vandana Shiva
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OUR FOOD SYSTEM IS BROKEN

As the world fights global crises like the climate 
emergency and Covid-19, it is becoming more  
apparent that we need to demand a “just transition” 
to move to a more sustainable and ecological  
economy. This is particularly true for food and agriculture.

Our industrial food system is not only a major contribu-
tor to climate change, but it also worsens the problems 
of global hunger, pandemics, poverty, and inequality. Big 
agricultural businesses and corporations make ever grow-
ing profits, while hunger increases, farmers file bankruptcy, 
and workers face horrific conditions. Women, migrant 
workers, and smallholders disproportionately face  
exploitation. These ignored costs of food production, 
where human rights are violated and the environment is 
overexploited, are invisible to us and tasteless ingredients 
in most of the food we find in many supermarkets. We are 
in desperate need of a just transition of the food system 
that not only produces healthy and nutritious food, but also 
secures environmental and human rights.

1ActionAid USA (2021), “Food Connects Us All”: Grassroots Voices from North America on 
the Importance of Building Agroecology, Fighting for Policy, and Joining Global Struggles, 
ActionAid USA: Washington.
2https://ourfood-ourfuture.eu
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ACTIONAID:  
AN INTERNATIONAL NETWORK 
FIGHTING FOR CHANGE
 
ActionAid is an international network, building a just, 
equitable, and sustainable world in solidarity 
with communities on the frontlines of poverty and 
injustice. Together with our global partners, we support 
the ‘scaling-up’ of agroecology, and sustainable agriculture 
as ways to enhance the resilience of smallholder farmers 
against climate change. We aim to improve food security 
and livelihoods, particularly by addressing the inequalities 
that exclude women, indigenous groups, young people and 
others. We work with social movements to transform the 
ways we produce, distribute, and consume food, and push 
for policies that promote sustainable agriculture rather than 
extractive models of farming. 

Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke - ActionAid Denmark fights for food 
justice, advocating for agroecology and denouncing the 
downsides of the global industrial food system. However, in 
this publication we want to share inspiring stories of good 
practices and alternatives that already happen around the 
world. Discover how different international ActionAid projects 
have worked with alternative agricultural practices to secure 
human rights, ensure productivity and food security, and 
tackle adaptation to climate change.

3ActionAid (2018), Agroecology: Scaling-up, Scaling out, ActionAid International: Johannesburg.
4https://actionaid.org/land-and-climate/food-and-farming
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USA: ADVOCATING AND  
INFLUENCING FOOD POLICIES

ActionAid USA is working actively on influencing U.S. 
policy and international institutions, like the United 
Nations, to elevate marginalized voices in the halls 
of power. On the Right to Food and Agriculture, they are 
working alongside smallholder farmers to defend the right 
to nutritious, accessible, and culturally appropriate food. 
Attention is focused on influencing global food policies at 
local, regional and international levels.

5 https://www.actionaidusa.org/core-issues/issue/right-to-food-and-agriculture/ 
6ActionAid USA (2021), “Food Connects Us All”: Grassroots Voices from North America on 
the Importance of Building Agroecology, Fighting for Policy, and Joining Global Struggles, 
ActionAid USA: Washington.
7https://nffc.net

“Agroecology is resistance. We’re working 
against the current industrial, corporate-dom-

inated agriculture system. But it’s more than 
just resistance. It’s also a pathway to a better 

society; a society that’s more just and that 
recognises the value of our food, the way we 

grow that food, and our connection to nature.”

Patty Naylor, Iowa Farmer, member of the National Family Farm Coalition 
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Working with smallholder food producers and social  
movements that are advocating for food sovereignty and 
agroecology is central to ActionAid USA. These social 
movements are community run organisations of farmers, 
indigenous people and landless workers. For example, one 
partner of ActionAid USA is the National Family Farm Coali-
tion (NFFC) that fights disparity in farming. The NFFC utilises 
agroecology both as a response (by rejecting the unjust 
and unsustainable food system that oppresses and disen-
franchises) as well as a vision (to a society that works with 
nature, is based on human rights, and allows communities 
to flourish). 

“What we do is to interact with governments 
and agencies and [other] relevant stake-
holders to define what global food policies 
should look like - if you want to really support 
community land rights, the right to food, and 
sustainable agriculture. If you really want to 
move towards a more sustainable way of 
producing and consuming. Because the way 
we are doing it now is completely unsustain-
able. [...] We are in the middle of a big multi-
ple crisis: climate crisis, hunger crisis, health 
crisis - all of this calls for a radical change 
and a radical shift.”

Alberta Guerra, Senior Policy Analyst at ActionAid USA 

Patty Naylor, Iowa Farmer, member of the National Family Farm Coalition 
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BRAZIL: AGROECOLOGY AS AN 
OPPORTUNITY FOR WOMEN’S 
EMPOWERMENT

ActionAid is actively attempting to combine 
the Climate Resilient Sustainable Agriculture (CRSA) 
approach with their Human Rights Based Approach. 
CRSA promotes agroecology, biodiversity preservations, 
and the application of organic manure through composting 
instead of the use of chemical fertilizers. ActionAid Brazil fol-
lows this two-pronged strategy and emphasise that working 
intensively with rights holders can indeed go hand in hand 
with incorporating resilient and regenerative agroecology. 

8ActionAid (2018), Agroecology: Scaling-up, Scaling out, ActionAid International: 
Johannesburg.
9ActionAid (2014) Climate Resilient Sustainable Agriculture, Experiences, 
ActionAid International: Johannesburg.

Photo: ActionAid Brazil. 
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The Network of Women producers in Pajeú, supported 
by ActionAid Brazil and located in the semi-arid Pernam-
buco region of northeast Brazil, has successfully adopted 
agroecological practices to deal with chronic water scar-
city whilst empowering socially isolated women who are 
threatened by domestic violence. Prior to the project, the 
community was dependent on external inputs, like chemi-
cal pesticides, and regularly suffered from water shortages 
that limited agricultural productivity. 

The network – made up of 10 women’s groups – follows 
a process of collective construction of knowledge through 
farmer-to-farmer exchanges and participatory planning, hav-
ing shifted from dependence on external inputs. They did 
this by adopting sustainable alternatives, such as the use of 
water harvesting cisterns, fl ower beds, local seed varieties, 
improved poultry husbandry, better-quality animal fodder, 
soil preparation and fertilization. Knowledge and experience 
gained through agroecology and access to local agroecolo-
gy fairs and markets improved the women's standing within 
family relationships and the wider community. 

Maria Aparecida de Lima Silva, a member of the 
Network of Women Producers in Pajeú .

“Working with agroecology changed 
our daily lives. Now we get out of our hous-
es, out of our community. We participate in 

events, seminars, workshops, and trainings. 
I have more knowledge that allows me to in-
crease my income. Today in my community, 

almost nobody else uses chemicals now.”
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GAMBIA: BIODIVERSITY 
PRESERVATION TO SECURE 
FARMING PRODUCTIVITY 

ActionAid The Gambia has, from their beginning in 
1979, worked with a Human Rights-Based Approach 
in the areas of basic education, capacity building, 
agriculture, food security, health, and poverty erad-
ication. Lately, the country is experiencing rapid environ-
mental degradation and a decline in agricultural production 
and productivity, resulting in food insecurity and increased 
poverty that affects the lives and livelihoods of smallholder 
farmers. 

Facing the current circumstances, Foday Kanyi from 
ActionAid The Gambia highlights that a central part of their 
strategy is “[to secure] resilience of communities to 
climate change and attain food security, climate justice, 
and comprehensive disaster prevention through the agen-
cy of people living in poverty”. 

Kumba is a married 30-year-old mother of fi ve children and women farmer from the Niamina East District, 
Central River Region in The Gambia. Photo: ActionAid The Gambia.
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10https://gambia.actionaid.org/climate-change-and-food-security 

Kumba, one of the women farmers who participated in  
ActionAid The Gambia’s Seed and Cereal Bank programme.

Among other things, they provide capacity building training 
for smallholder farmers on the adoption of Climate-Resil-
ient Sustainable Agriculture. As land areas in The Gambia 
have experienced increased soil infertility and land erosion, 
introducing biodiversity preservation, the use of indigenous 
seeds and animal species is central to their strategy. 

Kumba is not alone. Production and productivity levels 
have started to improve for smallholder farmers, including 
women farmers in The Gambia.

”I used to struggle a lot for seeds, as I used 
to go to other farmers’ fields to scavenge 

remains, which I stored for the following 
season. Sometimes, conditions forced me 

to borrow seeds from private individuals 
for which I always had to repay with high 

interest rates, paying 2 bags for each bag I 
borrowed. [...] Thanks to the establishment 

of the Seed and Cereal Bank, I had easy 
access to quality seed this year. Most impor-

tantly it is without any harsh or humiliating 
condition. With this support, I have increased 

my farm size to half a hectare [50m by 
100m], which is four times of what I used to 

cultivate in the past years.”
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PALESTINE: YOUNG ACTIVISTS 
SHOW SOLIDARITY WITH  
OLIVE FARMERS

ActionAid Palestine has recently partnered up with 
the Joint Advocacy Initiative of the YMCA and  
Alternative Information Centre in a series of actions. 
In one action, Palestinian youth groups joined farmers to 
help with the olive harvest in Al-Makhrour, near Bethlehem, 
to show solidarity with Palestinian farmers residing in areas 
next to Israeli settlements, which are hotspots for settler 
violence.

There are around 12 million olive trees planted across 45% 
of the West Bank’s agricultural land, and the olive harvest 
constitutes one of the biggest sources of economic sus-
tainability for Palestinian families in the occupied Pales-
tinian territories (oPt). As such, olive farming supports the 
livelihoods of more than 100,000 families and accounts for 
a quarter of the gross agricultural income of oPt. 

The olive harvest season in Palestine used to be a time for 
happy family gatherings and joy. However, this reality has 
changed since an increase in environmental challenges 
and Israeli settlers’ attacks. According B’Tselem (the Israeli 
Information Center for Human Rights in oPt), there were 27 
documented cases of settler violence so far in the current 
harvest season, including the destruction or uprooting of 
more than 1,500 trees, mostly olive trees. 

11https://actionaid.org/stories/2021/young-palestinians-show-solidarity-farmers-during- 
olive-harvest 
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Abed Al-Rahman volunteered to pick olives to support communities in the occupied Palestinian territory.  
Photo: Riham Jafari/ActonAid.

One of the farmers, Joseph Al-Masou, owns a piece of 
land in Al-Makhrour area. He says: “Olive trees are not only 
affected by illegal settlements, but they suffer from the  
climate crisis and rising temperatures which impact all 
trees. My land was full of grapes, but now most of them 
died due to drought.”. 

The action of collective olive picking, supported by Action-
Aid Palestine, helps to build the resilience of the Palestinian 
farmers and people whose lands are threatened. Raising 
awareness about the importance of land and olives is thus 
an essential part of the youth activists’ work. Sizar Hadad, 
a volunteer who took part in the action, says, “I am happy 
to participate today in olive picking because we revive the 
legacy of our grandparents. We came to help farmers in 
al-Makhrour area to strengthen their resilience and exist-
ence on this land because they face violations on a daily 
basis because of land confiscation.”.
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THAILAND: SUSTAINABLE  
LESSONS ON FOOD SECURITY 
FOR FUTURE CRISES

Due to the recent pandemic, many vulnerable  
communities in Thailand were struggling to survive. 
They could not afford enough food and necessary daily nu-
trients. As such, the “EU COVID-19 Response and Recov-
ery Project”, a collaboration between ActionAid Thailand 
and the BioThai Foundation, was implemented. The aim of 
this project was to reduce food expenses, improve nutri-
tion, promote chemical-free vegetable cultivation, encour-
age growing for private consumption and spreading the 
practice in the community.

The project formed three workshops on basic food culti-
vation, and in 2020, 30 community leaders from different 
districts joined. Ever since, the demand has been growing. 
12https://actionaid.or.th/en/sustainable-lessons-food-security/ 

Photo: BioThai Foundation. 
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Witoon Lianchamroon from the BioThai Foundation and 
Suriya Phongphunngam from ActionAid Thailand explain 
how participants gain more experience in growing vege-
tables, and even becoming volunteers and trainers in the 
project themselves. 
The first workshop is about soil preparation and soil im-
provement, providing an introduction to the importance of 
healthy soil. It focuses on the property and density of soil, 
the soil ph scale, the organic matter, and agroecological ad-
vantages. The second workshop delves into practical vege-
table management, like finding a suitable growing system for 
crops, seed preparation, and watering methods that do not 
require chemicals but instead promote agroecological small-
scale farming. The third workshop explores suitable vegeta-
bles for urban farming and growing vegetables at home. 
This includes an introduction to traditional vegetables in 
Thailand, short term production and productivity.  
Being able to grow vegetables themselves in the midst of 
a pandemic is not only about having enough food. This 
project illustrates another important factor of urban farming  
having safe and more nutritious food in the long run. 

 Witoon Lianchamroon, Executive Director of BioThai Foundation 

“But after harvesting, [the amount of vegeta-
bles] is too much to consume for a  

family. And recently, people have a little more 
income, as the restrictions are better at the 

moment. So we have [...] started various 
small restaurants by using the vegetables, 

and making rice with fried egg mixed with a 
lot of vegetables. And the communities sell 
it now. We have started this collaboration in 

three or four communities already.”
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DENMARK: FOOD JUSTICE 
CAMP FOR ACTIVISTS

Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke - ActionAid Denmark fights 
for a just, equitable and sustainable world. We sup-
port young people around the world in finding their own 
voice so that they can fight for change. Together, we build 
strong communities that can take up the fight against 
injustice, poverty and discrimination. Working for food 
justice, the right to food, climate resilient alternatives, and 
agroecological agriculture has been of growing importance 
to us in ActionAid Denmark. 

Our work on food justice in our local department in Aarhus 
is activist and volunteer driven and part of the international 
campaign “Our Food. Our Future”, which calls for a radical 
change of the food system. 

13https://www.ms.dk/en/our-work 
14https://ourfood-ourfuture.eu/about-the-project/ 

Runa, activist and volunteer partaking in the Food Justice Camp 

“When thinking about the food system as 
it works today, my shoulders sink, and my 

forehead automatically wrinkles. Visiting 
Palleshavegaard with Mellemfolkeligt Sam-
virke showed me that we actually can pro-

duce food in a humane, sustainable and fair 
way. It was a perfect combination of learning 
practical skills about farming and discussing 

the severe issues of our present food system 
with likeminded people.”
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We represent part of a strong coalition of young people 
across the world that work together for a common vision: 
a socially just and sustainable food system. A food system 
that is agro-ecological and based on human rights; and 
a system where food sovereignty and migrant workers’ 
rights are a reality. 
One of the recent initiatives organized by activists from 
ActionAid Denmark was a Food Justice Camp in collabo-
ration with Palleshavegaard, a local regenerative farm on 
Sydfyn. The goal of this camp was to link our political anal-
ysis of the ongoing food crisis to concrete work of building 
the alternatives we need. 

The Food Justice Camp was a week filled with hands-on 
work on the farm, helping with various tasks - everything 
from prepping the beds, to setting onions, to chopping 
wood. It was also a week filled with inspiring workshops 
and discussions on how Danish agroecological farming 
can look in practice, the quality of food, and how we can 
grow regenerative and healthy food for the future. 

Photo: Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke Aarhus.
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A DESPERATE NEED FOR 
ALTERNATIVES 

15See: AFSA (2016) Agroecology, The Bold Future of Farming in Africa, Alliance for Food 
Sovereignty in Africa (AFSA)/Tanzania Organic Agriculture Movement (Toam), Dar es Salaam, 
Tanzania; FAO (2015) Agroecology for Food Security and Nutrition, Proceedings of the FAO 
International Symposium 18-19 September 2014, Rome, Italy, FAO: Rome; Altieri M A et al 
(2015) Agroecology and the design of climate change-resilient farming systems, in Agron-
omy for Sustainable Development 35(3): 869-890; PAN AP (2015) Replacing Chemicals 
with Biology: Phasing out highly hazardous pesticides with agroecology, Pesticide Action 
Network (PAN) Asia and the Pacific: Panang, Malaysia; Pretty, J (2011) Foresight project on 
global food and farming futures, Synthesis report C9: Sustainable intensification in African 
agriculture – analysis of cases and common lessons, London: UK Government, Office for 
Science; De Schutter, O (2010) Report submitted by the Special Rapporteur on the right to 
food, Olivier De Schutter, United Nations General Assembly, Human Rights Council Sixteenth 
Session, 17 December 2010, A/HRC/16/49

Agroecology is the science of sustainable  
agroecosystems, a set of farming practices, and  
a social movement. It draws on social, biological and 
agricultural sciences and integrates these  
with traditional, indigenous and farmers’ knowledge and 
cultures. 

It focuses on the interactions between microorganisms, 
plants, animals, humans and the environment. Highly 
knowledge-intensive, context specific and locally adap-
tive, its technologies are developed based on farmers’ 
knowledge and participatory  
on-farm experimentation. 

Agroecology’s key principles include recycling nutrients 
and energy on farm, rather than introducing external 
chemical inputs; integrating crops and livestock; diversi-
fying species and genetic  
resources; and focusing on interactions and  
productivity across the agroecosystem, rather than 
focusing on individual species.
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16ActionAid (2018), Agroecology: Scaling-up, Scaling out, ActionAid International:  
Johannesburg.

Alberta Guerra, Senior Policy Analyst at ActionAid USA

“[When] we talk about agroecology, we don’t 
just talk about farming. We talk about a way 
of organizing people. We talk about how to 
access and use better ressources. And we 

talk about how the decision making process 
has to be inclusive and respectful, in particular 

to those who produce most of our food. So 
this means a completely radical shift, in the 

sense that we really need to change the way 
we produce and consume food. Because it 

has to incorporate all the different dimensions; 
social, economic, and environmental.”

As introduced in the beginning of this publication, we are in 
desperate need of a just transition of the food system that 
not only produces healthy and nutritious food, but also en-
sures human rights and environmental protection. The cases 
from the different ActionAid country programmes, illustrated 
here, show that it is indeed possible to demand and produce 
such a shift, in one way or another.

Adapting climate resilient sustainable agricultural practices 
that are based on a human rights approach are essential to 
the necessary radical shift. And there is now ample evi-
dence that peasant and family farmer-based agroecological 
systems are superior to high external-input industrial and 
commercial agriculture. These alternatives are also highly 
productive, highly sustainable, empower women, create jobs, 
engage youth, provide greater autonomy, climate resilience, 
and multiple social, cultural and environmental benefits for 
women and men in rural and urban communities.
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STEPS TOWARDS A JUST 
TRANSITION
 
Governments, as well as their multinational corpo-
rations and the big agroindustry, play a major role in 
propping up the existing unjust and unsustainable 
food system. The system was designed to work this way 
- and they were its chief architects and benefactors. That 
is why people and movements in Denmark have a height-
ened responsibility to stand together and hold our govern-
ments and corporations accountable.
 
We trust that building strong communities is essential here. 
People at all levels need to join the fight, stand connect-
ed, and support community organizations. At the national 
level, organizations need to come together and cooperate 
to challenge governments. To make this happen, farmers 
and organizers building agroecology and alternative food 
systems need more support. And finally, we need to talk 
with and learn from each other, building a common under-
standing and a common story about the need to change 
our current food system. 
 

17ActionAid USA (2021), “Food Connects Us All”: Grassroots Voices from North America on 
the Importance of Building Agroecology, Fighting for Policy, and Joining Global Struggles, 
ActionAid USA: Washington.
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SUPPORT PEOPLE PRODUCING HEALTHY 
FOOD AND ORGANIZING COMMUNITIES. 
        •  Individuals can shop at farmer’s markets, 
 join community garden projects, and invest in  
 community-based organizations, helping to   
 build food sovereignty and food justice. 
        • Large non-profit or philanthropic organizations  
 can provide resources to smaller grassroot
 groups who are doing the organizing on the   
 ground. 

JOIN NATIONAL NETWORKS FOR AGROE-
COLOGY AND FOOD SOVEREIGNTY. 

        • Community-based organizations can join 
 national networks like La Via Campesina   
 Denmark and Frie Bønder - Levende Land,   
 which are creating a space for communities to  
 fight for food sovereignty, agroecology, and the  
 right to food at the national level. 

MAKE CONNECTIONS AND START  
DIALOGUES FOR FOOD SOVEREIGNTY, 
CLIMATE JUSTICE, AND HUMAN RIGHTS. 
        •  Individuals and organizations can gather  
 resources and organize workshops and discus- 
 sions on agroecology, food, and environmental  
 justice. 
        •  Everyone can engage their friends, family and  
 neighbors in conversations about the food sys- 
 tems, social justice, climate change, and other  
 important difficult issues. 
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Teresa Anderson (ActionAid Internation)

The transition in agriculture must be 
undertaken with care, ensuring that consid-

erations of justice and rights are central 
to the approach.

The term “just transition,” originally coined 
by unions, defines WHAT the new system 

will look like, and HOW that transformation 
is carried out.

A just transition must be genuinely inclusive 
and participatory, engaging with key actors, 
particularly those that are marginalised and 

ignored such as women farmers.

Farmers, workers and communities 
must be given a seat at the table and 

opportunities to shape their own future.



For more information and resources on how you can get 
involved in the agroecology and food  
sovereignty movement, visit for instance these  
organizations’ websites: 

Frie Bønder, Levende Land - www.friebonderlevendeland.com 
NOAH - www.noah.dk
Den Grønne Studenterbevægelse - www.dgsb.dk
Regenerativt Jordbrug - www.regenerativ.dk
Permakultur - www.permakultur-danmark.dk/da
Greenpeace - www.greenpeace.org/denmark
Global Aktion - www.globalaktion.dk
Our Food. Our Future - www.ourfood-ourfuture.eu
Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke, ActionAid Denmark - www.ms.dk

Contact information: 
Find us at Café Mellemfolk, Mejlgade 53, 8000 Aarhus C  
or contact mellemfolkeligtsamvirkeaarhus@gmail.com 
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This publication is produced by activists from ActionAid 
Denmark’s Food Justice Group and co-funded by the 
European Union.

 Its contents are the sole responsibility of the campaign 
Our Food. Our Future and do not necessarily refl ect the 
views of the European Union.

In Aarhus Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke has over a hundred 
volunteers working together to run a non-profi t cafe and 
campaign and educate in areas ranging from feminism and 
climate justice to anti-discrimination and economic ine-
quality to queer issues and refugee rights. 

ms.dk/mellemfolk

facebook.com/msaarhus

mellemfolkeligtsamvirke_aarhus

inequalitytalks.podbean.com


